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Abstract—In traditional 802.11 networks stations usually try
to associate to the AP with the highest signal strength. However,
especially in case of very dense deployments, this may lead to
uneven wireless clients distribution, and thus to poor network
performances. Software Defined Networking (SDN) has recently
emerged as a novel approach for network control and manage-
ment. In this paper we present Wi–Balance, a novel SDN–based
solution for joint user association and channel assignment in
Wi–Fi networks. An experimental evaluation in a real–world
testbed showed that Wi–Balance outperforms the RSSI–based
user association schemes in terms of throughput and channel
utilization by up to 25% and 30%, respectively. We release the
entire implementation including the controller and the data–path
under a permissive license for academic use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past years have witnessed a sustained increase in

mobile traffic demands that is forecast to reach 49 exabytes

per month by 2021 [1]. Due to its low deployment and

operational costs, Wi–Fi [2] has emerged as an efficient way

to satisfy such demands. Originally relegated to residential

and enterprise scenarios, Wi–Fi is becoming a viable traffic

offloading solution for cellular networks. Nevertheless, its

unplanned nature coupled with its contention–based channel

access scheme lead to sub–optimal performances when the

network density increases. Moreover, Wi–Fi networks operate

in unlicensed bands as opposed to the licensed spectrum

used by cellular networks. While this makes Wi–Fi networks

extremely easy to deploy, it also makes them more vulnerable

to interference from co–located deployments. The growing

popularity of 5 GHz–capable devices is mitigating this issue

in indoor settings, where the penetration through the walls of

high frequency signals is limited. However this does not apply

to outdoor scenarios or to networks in the 2.4 GHz band.

In addition to the mentioned pitfalls, Wi–Fi networks leave

clients in charge of selecting the optimal Access Point (AP).

The actual algorithm used by the clients for the AP selection

is not specified by the standard and is left as implementation

choice for the vendor. RSSI measurements are typically used

to perform this operation, i.e. the client selects the AP with the

highest RSSI. Such approach however does not consider the

AP load and may lead to an uneven clients distribution across

the network. Finally, only a limited number of channels are

available in both the 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz bands. As a result,

a severe throughput degradation is expected when multiple

APs are in the same collision domain, especially when the

number of active APs per unit of area increases. Therefore,

an effective collision domain isolation and channel assignment

strategy becomes essential to ensure optimal performances [3].

In recent years different solutions have emerged to solve the

aforementioned problems. Nevertheless, the traditional Wi–Fi

architectures makes it hard to add new mechanisms without

modifying the standard. Software Defined Networking (SDN)

has recently emerged as a new way of refactoring network

functions. By clearly separating data–plane from control–plane

and by providing high–level programming abstractions, SDN

allows to implement traditional network control and man-

agement tasks on top of a logically centralized controller.

However, albeit SDN is already an established technology

in the wired domain, with OpenFlow playing the role of

de–facto standard [4], equivalent solutions for wireless and

mobile networks have only recently started to appear [5], [6].

In this work we present Wi–Balance, a joint channel selec-

tion and user association scheme for Wi–Fi–based WLANs.

Our contribution is two–fold. On the one hand, a constraint

programming algorithm is designed to isolate possible col-

lision domains among the APs. On the other hand, we

present a user association scheme capable of detecting situ-

ations in which the traffic is not efficiently distributed and

to transparently reschedule to other APs the clients whose

transmissions are causing performance issues. Based on a

real–world evaluation we have demonstrated an improvement

of up to 25% and 30% in terms of network throughput and

channel utilization compared to a standard RSSI–based user

association mechanism. We release the entire implementation,

including the controller and the data–path, under a permissive

APACHE 2.0 license1 for academic use.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we

present the related work. The proposed user association and

channel selection scheme is described in Sec. III. Section IV

provides the implementation details. Section V reports the

measurements campaign. Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper

and discusses the future work.

1Online resources available at: http://empower.create-net.org/978-1-5386-3416-5/18/$31.00 c© 2018 IEEE



II. RELATED WORK

The amount of literature on user association mechanisms

in WLANs is significant. The majority of the works in this

domain set to achieve some of the following targets: (i) mini-

mize the number of stations per AP; (ii) maximize the average

signal quality; or (iii) maximize the average throughput of

the network. Moreover, according to the entity responsible for

these tasks, the approach may be distributed or centralized.

Regarding the first described target, authors in [7] propose

an algorithm to balance the network load that aims to minimize

the number of stations per AP based on the signal strength.

A similar approach is followed in [8]. However, the number

of attached clients alone is not an accurate estimator of the

workload of an AP since traffic conditions may significantly

vary among the stations.

Selecting the target AP according to the signal strength may

lead to ping–pong effects, which are even more difficult to han-

dle in the absence of communication and coordination among

the APs. To address this problem, in [9] a station periodically

looks for the most suitable AP in terms of both traffic load and

RSSI level. However, the handover is not performed until a

given AP is not identified as the best choice for n consecutive

times. The signal perceived by the stations is also taken into

account in [10], where two wireless adapters are used at the

client side to simultaneously allow data exchange with the AP

and channel monitoring. The AP selection is also performed

at the stations side in [11]. Although these approaches aim to

improve independently the throughput of each station, they do

not consider the network–wide performance.

In [12] the average workload of the network is used to

redistribute the traffic when a new station joins the network or

when the signal quality of a client deteriorates. The proposed

approach however requires changes to the standard beacon

frames and is thus hardly a practical choice. A similar scheme

is presented in [13] where the stations are migrated to the

least loaded AP. Nevertheless, since the channel quality is

not considered, this approach may significantly reduce the

aggregated throughput of the network.

In [14] a distributed algorithm is run on the APs, which

makes use of an RSSI threshold to take handover decisions.

In [15] the problem is addressed using a Mixed Integer Non

Linear Programming (MINLP) problem formulation by taking

into account the differences among the bandwidth demand of

the users. An analytical model is also introduced in [16] with

the novelty of assessing the Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA) parameters defined in 802.11e [17], along

with the load–balancing problem. Lastly, a mixture of several

parameters such as RSSI level, users location and link quality

are considered for the association process in [18].

A handover usually leads to a re–association process, which

in time can generate performance degradation due to the period

needed by the station to reconnect to the target AP. In [19] the

RSSI of the clients drives the association decision. However,

the APs are required to operate on non–overlapping channels

limiting the size of the deployment. A mechanism is proposed

in [20] to set a different channel for each AP.

The client association problem is also studied from the

point of view of the Software–Defined WLANs. In [21] the

authors formulate the problem through a Markovian analytical

model with the aim of minimizing the interpacket delay.

In [22] an SDN–based scheme is proposed to reconfigure the

transmission power of the APs when the controller detects

that the load distribution is unbalanced. This, in time, forces

the stations to perform a handover. However, this proposal

uses a fixed relationship between transmissions bitrate and

Signal–to–Noise Ratio. Moreover, the results are only shown

via simulation. Mininet is used in [23] to test an algorithm

where the SDN controller compares the load of each AP with

a fixed value in order to decide whether to accept or reject new

stations. The user association problem is modelled using graph

theory in [24]. To make the association decision the channel

busyness time and the interference are considered. However,

the APs are also required to operate on the same channel.

In [25] the authors present the concept of virtual resource

chain, which refers to all the resources in a WLAN, to improve

the resource utilization and the network balance. A similar

work is presented in [26], where a Mixed Integer Linear

Programming (MILP) model is designed to maximize the

total bandwidth assigned over different connection modes,

i.e. 2.4 GHz Wi–Fi, 5 GHz Wi–Fi and Ethernet. A real

implementation is proposed in [27], [28] to enable the balance

over multiple channels by building on the use of virtual access

points. In the first work the handover decision is based on the

maximum and minimum traffic load of the APs and the RSSI

perceived by the stations. A sniffer interface is also used in

the second approach to gather the network statistics through a

periodical scanning of the channels.

An effective user association scheme must consider the

global network status and evaluate different load metrics in

order to ensure optimal performances. Since interference is

a determinant issue, a channel assignment procedure must

be also performed along with the user association algorithm.

Finally, the stations redistribution over the APs must not lead

to a transmission interruption. To the best of the authors

knowledge, Wi–Balance is the first scheme which supports

all the above mentioned requirements and that can be imple-

mented with no changes to the Wi–Fi standard.

III. CHANNEL–AWARE USER ASSOCIATION

In this section we introduce the main features of the

Wi–Balance channel–aware user association solution. More-

over, based on a preliminary analysis, the most determining

factors in multichannel user association are identified and used

to motivate this work.

A. Motivation

Interference and collisions are the most important cause

of performance degradation in WLANs [29], [30]. When

several clients attached to the same AP transmit at the same

time, the network may suffer delays, service interruptions and
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Fig. 1: Delivery ratio of three stations attached to a single AP

performing uplink transmissions with different bandwidths.

performance drops. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between

channel utilization and network performance. During the

measurement three clients were transmitting with bandwidth

requirements ranging from 5 to 50 Mbps towards the same

AP. As can be seen, when the channel occupancy is higher

than 60%, the delivery ratio dramatically drops. This is due

to the collisions in the wireless medium and the decrease in

the data rates used for the transmission. We remind the reader

that the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) adaptation

algorithms tend to select lower data rates upon several failed

transmissions, which in time increases the channel utilization.

This simple scenario demonstrates the importance of an

efficient network resource allocation in terms of both channel

assignment and user association. This aspect acquires even

more relevance when considering mobile clients. In order to

address this challenge we propose an SDN–based joint user

association and channel assignment algorithm.

B. Channel Assignment Algorithm

Channel assignment must be done in such a way to mini-

mize interference between APs that are in the same collision

domain. Two APs are in the same collision domain if they are

tuned on the same channel and if they are within carrier sens-

ing range of each other. In this case, if multiple transmissions

start at the same time they can either collide or one of the

transmissions must be delayed. In either case a reduction in

the aggregated network throughput is to be expected.

The efficiency of a channel assignment procedure depends

on the number of available channels and on the number of

APs in the same collision domain. The higher the number

of available channels, the lower the probability of finding two

APs using the same one. Therefore, it is crucial to identify the

channels used by the APs in the neighbouring networks, since

they may share the same collision domain. However, after

identifying these channels, the set of available channels for

the assignment may be very limited, especially in congested

areas such as office buildings or universities.

A channel assignment algorithm must have as input the

interference map of the WLAN. In other words, it must

consider for each AP, the set of surrounding APs that must not

Algorithm 1 Channel assignment procedure

Input:

neighbors: graph storing the neighbours of each AP.

channels: list of available channels.

overlaps: dictionary storing the overlapping channels.

Output:

assignment: dictionary of (AP, channel) assignment

1: procedure SOLVE(neighbors, channels, assignment)
2: remainingAPs← APs /∈ assignment
3: if len(remainingAPs) == 0 then

4: return assignment ⊲ It becomes the solution

5: Sort remainingAPs by the lowest number of avail-

able channels and the highest number of neighbors in

assignment
6: nextAP ← remainingAPs[0]
7: possibleCh← channels
8: for each AP ∈ neighbors [nextAP ] do

9: APCh← assignment[AP ]
10: possibleCh← possibleCh−APCh
11: possibleCh← possibleCh− overlaps[APCh]

12: if not possibleCh then

13: possibleCh← min(assignment)

14: for each channel ∈ possibleCh do

15: assignment[NextAP ]← channel
16: return SOLVE(neighbors, channel, assignment)

operate on the same channel, as well as the list of available

channels. The interference map is built in the first step of

the algorithm and its data is designated as the constraints of

the problem. Moreover, a periodic analysis of the wireless

medium must be carried out to update the network information.

Notice that SDN–based solutions allow the channel assignment

algorithm to have a complete view of the network (which is

collected and maintained by the SDN controller).

In light of this, a constraint programming algorithm has

been designed to solve the channel assignment problem. The

recursive algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm

first tries to assign a channel to the set of APs with the

lowest number of available channels. We refer to available

channels as those that have not been still assigned to the

neighbouring APs of a certain AP and do not overlap with the

ones already assigned to them. Then, the algorithm selects in

this set of APs the one with the highest number of neighbours

already assigned. Furthermore, if all the channels have been

already taken by the neighbouring APs, the algorithm selects

the channel that has been used by the lowest number of

APs. In case that multiple channels match this condition,

the channel with the lowest occupancy ratio is chosen. The

algorithm finishes when it finds a configuration that minimizes

the number of APs in the same collision domain.

Although after performing an efficient channel assignment

the network interference may have been significantly reduced,

there is still room for improvement. In the next section we

will introduce the Wi–Balance user association algorithm.



C. User Association Algorithm

After the channel assignment, the controller performs a

neighbour discovery process in order to build the channel

quality map. This map includes for each station the channel

quality with respect to all the APs in the network. The channel

quality map is built by the SDN controller by retrieving from

each AP the list of stations in its coverage area. Similarly,

the controller periodically gathers the statistics of the rate

adaptation algorithm maintained by each AP. In particular, for

each station and for each supported MCS, the Exponentially

Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of the delivery probabil-

ity and the expected throughput in the last observation window

are reported. Moreover, the number of successful and failed

transmissions are also reported. We remind the reader that this

information is maintained by the rate adaptation algorithm

implemented by the AP. Therefore, no extra computation is

added to the APs. Gathering this statistical data needs some

limited signalling between the controller and the APs. The

details of this protocol are outside the scope of this paper

and can be found online [31]. It is also important to highlight

that Wi–Balance does not require any change to either to the

IEEE 802.11 protocol nor to the wireless devices. The whole

process is sketched in Fig. 2.

Let us define U as the set of stations in the network, M as

the set of Wi–Fi APs and Ω(u) ⊆M as the set of APs within

the coverage area of the user u ∈ U . Using the statistical

data collected by the controller, Wi–Balance computes the

channel utilization µ(n) for each n ∈ M and the average

channel occupancy across all the APs in the network µ. If

a significant difference between µ and any occupancy ratio is

found a user re–association process is triggered for the affected

AP. In particular, Wi–Balance collects, for each user u attached

to the affected AP n, the channel utilization of the surrounding

APs, Ω(u), and the RSSI level between each AP m ∈ Ω(u)
and the station u, let us call this quantity Rm

u
.

After that, Wi–Balance selects as candidate AP for the

handover the AP offering the lowest result of the product

between the current occupancy ratio of AP n, i.e. µ(n), and

the perceived signal strength Rm

u
for each m ∈ Ω(u). Then,

the client handover is performed. The average channel occu-

pancy µ is recalculated to check if the network redistribution

was efficient. Otherwise, the handover is reverted. This process

is also triggered in case of observing a sudden change in

the RSSI value for any client, which could result from the

movement of that client.

D. Complexity Analysis

In this section we will analyse the computational complexity

of Wi–Balance, distinguishing between the channel assignment

and the user association algorithms.

The channel assignment algorithm is a recursive procedure

that is called n times until a channel has been selected for

each AP. The recursive nature makes the algorithm have two

cases: a base and recursive case. In order to solve this problem,

we will use a recurrence relation denoted as T (n). The base

case encompasses the scenario in which all the APs have been

visited, and thus, n = 0. At this point, the complexity of T (0)
is essentially constant and equals to O(1). In the recursive

case, i.e. when n > 0, two aspects must be considered: i) the

function is recursively called with n−1; ii) the channel search

operations are internally performed for that AP. The cost of (i)

is T (n − 1), while the cost of (ii) must be further explored.

First, the n remaining APs are sorted by the lowest number

of available channels and the highest number of neighbours.

The complexity of this step is O(n · log(n)). Then, the list of

neighbouring APs for the first AP in the list is traversed to

discover the available channels, which results in a cost O(n).
In the worst case in which there are no available channels, the

algorithm will select the channel less used by the neighbours,

hence adding a complexity O(n). After that, the algorithm

must iterate through the list of possible channels, which in

the worst case will be as long as n. On this basis, the cost

of (ii) is estimated as O(n), and hence the relation T (n) can be

expressed as T (n) = T (n− 1) +O(n). Thus, the complexity

of the channel assignment is O(n2).
Every time the user association algorithm is called, the list

of APs must be traversed to compute their channel occupancy

ratio. Therefore, the complexity of this operation is O(n).
Computing this ratio requires to calculate the fraction of time

used by the stations attached to each AP. In the worst case,

all the stations in the network, s, will be attached to the same

AP, which results in a computational complexity O(s). On this

basis, the cost of computing the channel utilization will be as

high as O(n · s). Moreover, the average channel utilization

must be calculated. Notice that this estimation depends on

the number of APs, hence it being as complex as O(n).
Then, the individual ratio of each AP must be compared with

the average one to find imbalances in the distribution of the

network load. Therefore, the list of APs must be once again

traversed, resulting in a complexity of O(n). In case of finding

an imbalanced AP, the list of all its clients must be traversed,

and for each client, the algorithm must iterate through all its

possible APs to perform a handover. Thus, the complexity of

the use association algorithm is O(n · s).
Finally, the overall computational complexity of the

joint channel assignment and user association algorithm is

O(n · s+ n2) which can be approximated as O(n ·s) since in

most cases s >> n.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Overview

The proposed user association algorithm has been imple-

mented on the 5G–EmPOWER platform [5]. 5G–EmPOWER

is a Multi–access Edge Computing Operating System

(MEC–OS) which converges SDN and NFV into a single

platform supporting lightweight virtualization and heteroge-

neous radio access technologies2. A high level view of the the

5G–EmPOWER MEC–OS architecture is sketched in Fig. 3.

The 5G–EmPOWER MEC–OS consists of a hardware

abstraction layer converging several radio access networks

2Online resources available at: http://empower.create-net.org/



Fig. 2: Scheme of the working mode of Wi–Balance.

Fig. 3: The 5G–EmPOWER MEC–OS System Architecture.

control and management protocols into a unified set of ab-

stractions that are then exposed to the application layer.

Such abstractions allow the applications layer to implement

joint NFV and SDN resource management operations. This

includes, for example, joint mobility management and NFV

placement/migration schemes as well as radio access and

backhaul load–balancing. The 5G–EmPOWER MEC–OS cur-

rently supports Wi–Fi and LTE radio access nodes. Interaction

with SDN–based backhauls is enabled trough an Intent–based

networking interface. In the rest of this section we will provide

a short summary of the Light Virtual Access Point and of

the Network Graph abstractions used to implement the user

association algorithm presented in this paper. For a more

extensive description we refer the reader to [5].

B. Light Virtual Access Point (LVAP)

The LVAP abstraction [6] provides a high–level interface for

the state management of the wireless clients. The implementa-

tion of such an interface handles all the technology–dependent

details such as association, authentication, handover and re-

source management. A client attempting to join the network

will trigger the creation of a per–client virtual access point

(the LVAP) which becomes a potential candidate AP for the

client to perform an association. Similarly each AP will host

as many LVAPs as the number of wireless clients that are

currently under its control. Removing an LVAP from an AP and

instantiating it on another AP effectively results in a handover.

C. Network Graph

The Network Graph provides network programmers with a

full view of the network state. The network graph is exposed

as a directed graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of clients

and radio access network elements (i.e. the Wi–Fi APs) and

E is the set of edges or links. A weight ωe(en,m) is assigned

to each link en,m ∈ E : ω(en,m) ∈ R. Another weight ωv(n)
is assigned to each node n ∈ N : ωv(n) ∈ R. The weights

assigned to nodes and links can model different aspects of

the wireless system. In the current implementation of the

5G–EmPOWER MEC–OS the following types of complex

data structures can be associated to the vertexes and the edges

of the Network Graph:

• RSSI. The received signal strength indicator as reported

by the Wi–Fi APs (uplink direction) and wireless clients

(downlink direction). Measurements in the downlink di-

rection are taken using the radio resource management

features introduced by the 802.11k amendment [2].

• Rate Control Statistics. The statistics of the MCS se-

lection algorithm at the AP (downlink). For each sup-

ported MCS, the frame delivery ratio and the estimated

throughput in the last observation window are reported.

Historical, EWMA–filtered values, are also available.

• Channel Occupancy. The fraction of the time the channel

is busy at each Wi–Fi AP. This is an estimated value

computed using the rate control statistics and by sniffing

the transmissions within the decoding range of the AP.

Corrupted frames are however not taken into account.

• Traffic Matrix. The number of packets and bytes trans-

mitted/received by each wireless client. The absolute

packets/bytes values as well as the bitrate in the last

observation window are available to applications.



D. Seamless Handover Across Different Channels

Notice how the original seamless handover enabled by

the LVAP concept does not work when the APs operate on

different channels. In this work we remove this limitation by

using the Channel Switch Announcement (CSA) defined by

the IEEE 802.11 standard. The CSA procedure was originally

designed to allow APs to inform the attached client that the

operating channel of the hotspot was about to change. This

information is delivered inside the standard beacons frames.

In particular, an AP that is planning to switch the operating

channel will start advertising the new channel in its beacons.

A countdown is started and the channel is switched after a

configurable number of beacons (three usually).

In traditional Wi–Fi networks, beacons are sent as broadcast

management frames. Conversely, in our case each LVAP sends

its own beacons using unicast frames. This is possible because

an LVAP is created for each station attached to an AP. Such a

design choice allows us to target a CSA message to a particular

station by enabling it only for the LVAP that was created

for that station. The seamless handover across APs tuned on

different channels and/or bands is enabled by first creating an

LVAP on the target AP. This LVAP is initially inactive since the

station that it is mapping is tuned on a different channel. Then

the controller instructs the LVAP on the source AP to start a

CSA procedure. At the end of this CSA procedure the LVAP

at the source AP is automatically removed. In the meantime,

the station will have switched channel and will have found its

LVAP on the target AP. The full process is sketched on the

right–hand side of Fig. 2.

It should be also noted that the performance impact of these

unicast beacons is very low given their short duration and

length. However, a trade–off can be set between the duration

of the handover and the number of beacons in the network.

If this feature is disabled, the impact on the network will be

decreased at the price of a longer period of time to perform

the handover. If it is enabled, a faster handover is possible at

the price of a little increase in the management traffic.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we report on the results of the performance

evaluation. In particular we compare the network performance

using Wi–Balance with the network performance using an

RSSI–based user association algorithm.

A. Evaluation Methodology

The performance evaluation is carried out on a real–world

testbed composed of three APs. The layout of the testbed is

depicted in Fig. 4. The APs are built upon the the PCEngines

ALIX 2D (x86) processing board and run OpenWRT 15.05.01.

The Wi–Fi cards are based on the Atheros AR9220 chipset.

All the experiments are carried out on the 5 GHz frequency

band using the IEEE 802.11n physical layer [32]. The channels

used by the APs are selected by the channel assignment

algorithm presented in Sec. III-B. The scenario also comprises

the 5G–EmPOWER controller (not shown in the picture) and

a set of 10 stations. One of these stations moves following

Fig. 4: Testbed deployment layout and APs–users distribution.

TABLE I: Configuration of the measurements campaign.

Test Traffic type User groups traffic dist. Bandwidth (Mbps)

A UDP Constant - Intermittent 10

B UDP Constant - Intermittent 5

C TCP Constant - Intermittent -

D UDP Intermittent - Constant 10

E UDP Intermittent - Constant 5

F TCP Intermittent - Constant -

G UDP Constant - Constant 10

H UDP Constant - Constant 5

I TCP Constant - Constant -

the path marked in blue in Figure 4. The remaining stations

are static and are deployed randomly across the entire floor.

Dell–branded laptops powered by an Intel i7 CPU and running

Ubuntu 16.04.02 are used as wireless clients. It should be

noted that our solution can be applied to other scenarios in

the 2.4 GHz band and including both uplink and downlink

traffic, as well as different number of stations and APs.

Nine experiments, identified with the letters from A to I ,

have been conducted. Each test has a duration of 5 minutes

and consists of a single UDP or TCP stream between wireless

clients and a server sharing the same backhaul with the APs.

In the case of UDP traffic, different bitrates are used. The

set of 10 users is divided into 2 groups with 5 stations

each for the tests from A to F . The first group performs

transmissions with a constant bitrate that is maintained for the

entire duration of the measurement. By contrast, the second

group uses intermittent transmissions. These stations transmit

traffic for 40 seconds, and after that, they stop the transmission

for 20 seconds. This pattern is repeated until the end of

the experiment. Then, the role of the groups is inverted,

i.e. the stations with constant bandwidth perform intermittent

transmissions, and vice versa. In the experiments from G to I ,

all the stations generate constant bitrate traffic. A summary of

the different scenarios can be found in Table I.
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and the TCP traffic transmissions.

The effectiveness of our proposal is compared with the

RSSI–based scheme, in which the stations intend to asso-

ciate to the AP providing the strongest signal. As evaluation

metrics we have considered the delivery ratio, the aggregated

throughput, the wireless channel utilization, the Jain’s fairness

index [33] and the retransmission ratio. Apart from the uplink

transmissions, no downlink traffic exists between the APs and

the stations.

B. Experimental Results

Especially in situations of congestion, an uneven distribution

of the stations may cause some of the APs to be saturated,

while some others are idle. As a consequence, the users

connected to first group of APs will share the available

bandwidth which in time could result in a lower aggregated

network throughput compared to a situation with an even

distribution of the stations across the various APs. From the

results shown in Fig. 5 it can be observed that the average

channel occupancy ratio with Wi–Balance is up to 30% lower

than the channel occupancy ratio with the RSSI–based scheme.

This is achieved through a more efficient users distribution,

which results in a more balanced network and a decrease in

the channel contention.

In addition to reducing the overall channel utilization, it is

even more important that the APs have an occupancy ratio

that is as similar as possible. This situation is displayed in
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Fig. 7: Average delivery ratio for the UDP traffic transmissions

at 5 and 10 Mbps.
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Fig. 8: Network–wide aggregated throughput for both the UDP

and the TCP traffic transmissions.

Fig. 6, where the average deviation of the channel utilization

of each AP with regard to the average network–wide ratio

using Wi–Balance is compared with the channel utilization

obtained using the RSSI–based scheme. As can be seen, the

utilization of each AP widely differs for the reference scheme,

while this ratio is more balanced in the case of Wi–Balance.

Figure 7 plots the delivery ratio achieved in the tests

using UDP traffic. It can be seen that in all the experi-

ments Wi–Balance outperforms the results obtained by the

RSSI–based scheme by an average of 17%, and up to 25%

in the experiments D and H . The network–wide aggregated

throughput is presented in Fig. 8 for the UDP and TCP traffic.

The figure shows that the efficient scheduling of the stations

leads to an increase in the throughput by an average of 16%

and up to 25% in the scenarios D and H.

In addition to enhancing the performance, an efficient

load–balancing algorithm must distribute the bandwidth evenly

among the stations. To demonstrate this effect, Fig. 9 compares

the Jain’s fairness index of the stations throughput using

Wi–Balance and the RSSI–based scheme. As can be seen,

Wi–Balance delivers a better fairness in all the experiments.

Wi–Balance performs better than the RSSI–based scheme

also for the mobile users, as can be observed in Fig. 10. This

is because when a station moves over the coverage area, the

AP to which it is connected is not chosen only according to

the signal strength, on the contrary also the AP traffic load

is considered. For this reason, the throughput improvement
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Fig. 9: Jain’s fairness index of the throughput achieved by

all the wireless clients for both the UDP and the TCP traffic

transmissions.
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Fig. 10: Average throughput achieved by the mobile station

for both the UDP and the TCP traffic transmissions.
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Fig. 11: Network–wide average retransmission ratio for both

the UDP and the TCP traffic transmissions.

is notably higher for the mobile users. Finally, the efficient

usage and scheduling of the network resources makes also

possible to enhance the network reliability. Since Wi–Balance

results in a more uniform wireless client distribution, the

retransmission ratio is also decreased by an average of 30%.

This phenomenon is displayed in Fig. 11.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented Wi–Balance, a novel SDN–based

solution for joint user association and channel assignment

in WiFi networks. Moreover, we also introduced a seamless

handover mechanism for Wi–Fi networks capable of operating

in a multi–channel environment.

The performance of Wi–Balance has been evaluated in

a real–world testbed under different scenarios considering

mobile and static users. More specifically, compared to

RSSI–based user association schemes, Wi–Balance can reduce

the channel utilization by up to 30% and can improve the ag-

gregated network throughput by up to 28% without penalizing

the network fairness. Conversely a slight improvement in the

Jain’s fairness index can be noticed when using Wi–Balance.

As future work we aim to extend Wi–Balance to consider the

wired backhaul in the user association algorithm. Moreover,

we plan to support the traffic prioritization and aggregation

features supported by the 802.11e and 802.11n standards.
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